The extrapolation of wind speeds measured at a meteorological mast to wind turbine hub heights is a key component in a bankable wind farm energy assessment and a significant source of uncertainty. Industry-standard methods for extrapolation include the power law and logarithmic profile. The emergence of machine-learning applications in wind energy has led to several studies demonstrating substantial improvements in vertical extrapolation accuracy in machine-learning methods over 5 these conventional power law and logarithmic profile methods. In all cases, these studies assess relative model performance at a measurement site where, critically, the machine-learning algorithm requires knowledge of the hub-height wind speeds in order to train the model. This prior knowledge provides fundamental advantages to the site-specific machine-learning model over the power law and log profile, which, by contrast, are not highly tuned to hub-height measurements but rather can generalize to any site. Furthermore, there is no practical benefit in applying a machine-learning model at a site where hub-height winds are 10 known; rather, its performance at nearby locations (i.e., across a wind farm site) without hub-height measurements is of most practical interest. To more fairly and practically compare machine-learning-based extrapolation to standard approaches, we implemented a round-robin extrapolation model comparison, in which a random forest machine-learning model is trained and evaluated at different sites and then compared against the power law and logarithmic profile. We consider 20 months of lidar and sonic anemometer data collected at four sites between 50-100 kilometers apart in the central United States. We find that 15 the random forest outperforms the standard extrapolation approaches, especially when incorporating surface measurements as inputs to include the influence of atmospheric stability. When compared at a single site (the traditional comparison approach), the machine-learning improvement in mean absolute error was 28% and 23% over the power law and logarithmic profile, respectively. Using the round-robin approach proposed here, this improvement drops to 19% and 14%, respectively. These latter values better represent practical model performance, and we conclude that round-robin validation should be the standard 20 for machine-learning-based, wind-speed extrapolation methods.
having knowledge of the hub-height wind speeds and are therefore highly tuned to the site at which they are trained. By contrast, conventional extrapolation approaches do not have nor require knowledge of hub-height wind speeds and therefore 60 can generalize to any location where near-surface measurements are available. Furthermore, the evaluation of machine-learning model performance at the site at which it is trained is not practical: if hub-height winds are already known and measured, there is no need for an extrapolation.
To more fairly and practically validate machine-learning-based vertical extrapolation of wind speeds against conventional methods, a "round-robin" approach should be used. Such an approach involves training the model at a given site and then 65 assessing its performance at other sites where hub-height wind speeds are unknown. This approach would provide a more meaningful and fair comparison against conventional extrapolation methods and would more accurately quantify the advantage of machine-learning-based approaches. To our knowledge, however, no such round-robin validation has been performed in the literature; therefore, the improved performance of machine-learning algorithms over conventional extrapolation methods might currently be overestimated. 70 In this study, we implement a round-robin validation approach to assess the performance of machine-learning-based vertical extrapolation of wind speeds against conventional methods. Specifically, we contrast a traditional random forest machinelearning algorithm against the power law and logarithmic law. We consider four measurement sites in the central United States located within 50-100 km of each other for the round-robin validation. In Section 2, we describe the lidar and surface measurements used in our analysis. Details on the extrapolation techniques are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we apply 75 a round-robin approach to test how the predictive performance of the random forest varies with distance, when the learning algorithm is used to predict wind speed at a location different from the training site, and contrast relative performance when implementing a round-robin comparison versus a single-site comparison. We also compare the predictive performance of machine learning with the power law and logarithmic profile. Finally, we analyze how the error in wind-speed vertical extrapolation by the learning algorithm varies with different input features and with height of predicted wind speed. We conclude and suggest 80 future work in Section 5.
2 Data: The Southern Great Plains (SGP) Atmospheric Observatory
Lidars
At each of the four locations considered in our study, a Halo Streamline lidar (main technical specifications in Table 1 ) was deployed. A preliminary intercomparison study of the lidars performed by Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) re-85 search confirmed that all the lidars produce consistent measurements, with correlation coefficients greater than 0.9 (Newsom, 2012) . The lidars performed a variety of scan strategies. For this analysis, we retrieved horizontal wind speed from the full 360 • conical scans, which were performed every ∼10-15 minutes and took about 1 minute to complete. We use the velocityazimuth-display approach in Frehlich et al. (2006) to retrieve the horizontal wind speed from the line-of-sight velocity recorded in the scans. To do so, we assume that the horizontal wind field is homogeneous over the scan volume, and that the average 90 vertical velocity is zero (Browning and Wexler, 1968) . Measurements with a signal-to-noise ratio lower than −21 dB were discarded from analysis, along with periods of precipitation, as recorded by a disdrometer at the C1 site. Finally, processed data were averaged over 30-minute periods. For this study, data from five range gates are used, corresponding to heights of 65, 91, 117, 143, and 169 m AGL. Data recorded at two lowest heights (13 and 39 m AGL) could not be used because of their poor quality.
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Surface Measurements
Surface data were collected by sonic anemometers on flux measurement systems, which were deployed at each of the four considered sites. The sonic anemometer measured the three wind components at a 10-Hz resolution; processed data are provided as 30-minute averages. We use wind speed at 4 m AGL, and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) calculated from the variance of the three components of the wind flow as:
Also, at each site we calculate the Obukhov length, L, to quantify atmospheric stability:
where k = 0.4 is the von Kármán constant; g = 9.81 m s −2 is the gravity acceleration; T v is the virtual temperature (K); u * = (u w 2 +v w 2 ) 1/4 is the friction velocity (m s −1 ); and w T v is the kinematic virtual temperature flux (K m s −1 ). Reynolds 105 decomposition for turbulence has been applied using a 30-minute averaging period, as commonly chosen for boundary-layer processes (De Franceschi and Zardi, 2003; Babić et al., 2012) . Data have been quality-controlled, and precipitation periods were excluded from the analysis.
Wind-Speed Extrapolation Techniques
In our analysis, we compare the conventional techniques of power law and logarithmic profile for wind-speed extrapolation 110 with a machine-learning random forest. The standard output or "response" variable in our analysis is the 30-minute average wind speed at 143 m AGL.
Power Law
The first traditional technique we consider assumes a power law to model the wind vertical profile and extrapolate wind speed, U , from a height, z 1 to z 2 :
where α is the shear exponent. At each site we calculate a time series of α values by inverting Eq. (3), using data at 4 and 65 m AGL. We then use the power-law profile to extrapolate wind speed measured at 65 m AGL up to 143 m AGL.
Logarithmic Law
The second traditional technique we consider assumes a logarithmic profile (Stull, 2012) for the wind speed, U , as a function 120 of height, z:
where u * is friction velocity, κ = 0.41 is the von Kármán constant, z 0 is the roughness length, L is the Obukhov length, and Ψ m is a function to include a correction based on atmospheric stability. The roughness length, z 0 , is usually somewhat arbitrarily chosen based on tabulated values, depending on the land cover at the site of interest. To avoid issues connected to the choice 125 of z 0 and the large sensitivity of the logarithmic wind profile to it (Optis et al., 2016) , we use the following expression that relates wind speed at two levels, z 1 (the height where the wind speed is known) and z 2 (the height where extrapolated winds are needed):
The stability correction, Ψ m , is calculated from an integral over the vertical dimension between the two considered heights, z 1 130 and z 2 :
where the stability function, φ m , can be chosen from the different formulations recommended in the literature. For stable conditions, we follow the expression proposed by Beljaars and Holtslag (1991) , one of the most commonly used in the wind energy community:
where a = 1, b = 2/3, c = 5, and d = 0.35. For unstable conditions, we use the widely accepted formulation by Dyer and Hicks (1970) :
In neutral conditions, Ψ m = 0. 
Random Forest
The main focus of this study is to contrast the validation of machine-learning-based wind-speed extrapolation using a singlesite versus a round-robin approach. Therefore, we defer an exhaustive comparison of different machine-learning algorithms to a later study and only consider a relatively simple random forest in this analysis. A random forest is an ensemble of regression trees, which are trained on different random subsets of the training set. The final prediction is then calculated as the average 145 6 https://doi.org/10.5194/wes-2020-2 Preprint. Discussion started: 14 January 2020 c Author(s) 2020. CC BY 4.0 License. from the single trees. For the analysis, we used the RandomForestRegressor module in Python's Scikit-learn. Additional details on random forests can be found in machine-learning textbooks (e.g. Hastie et al. (2005) ).
The input features used for the wind-speed extrapolation are listed in Table 2 . As wind speeds often show a diurnal cycle in response to atmospheric stability (Barthelmie et al., 1996; Zhang and Zheng, 2004) , we have included multiple variables to capture the diurnal variability in the atmospheric boundary layer: Obukhov length, TKE, and time of day. To preserve the 150 cyclical nature of time of day (i.e., hour 23 and hour 0 being close to each other), we calculate the sine and cosine 1 of the normalized time of day and include these two input features to represent time in the learning algorithm.
Hyperparameter Selection
To create a more accurate algorithm, hyperparameters need to be set before the learning process starts. For the random forest, we consider the hyperparameters listed in Table 3 , which also shows the values sampled. We use a five-fold cross validation to 155 evaluate different combinations of the hyperparameters, with 30 sets randomly sampled at each site. We use 80% of the data to train the random forest while the remaining 20% are kept for testing. The performance of the model is evaluated based on the root-mean-squared error between measured and predicted wind speed at 143 m AGL. The set of hyperparameters that leads to the lowest root-mean-squared error is selected and used to assess the final performance of the learning algorithm, described in Section 4. A table with the selected sets of hyperparameters at each site is shown in the Appendix. 
Results
A robust validation of the proposed machine-learning approach for wind-speed vertical extrapolation requires testing the method at sites different from the one used for training. We therefore apply a round-robin approach to train a random forest at each of the four sites, using the input features listed in Table 2 , and then test it to extrapolate 30-minute wind-speed data at 143 m AGL at the remaining three sites. Figure 2 shows a heat map of the testing MAE found from this round-robin 165 validation. As expected, the random forest provides the most accurate results when it is tested at the site where it is also trained.
For all the considered cases, we find a larger MAE when considering the more practical application of a learning algorithm used to extrapolate winds at a site where it has no knowledge of the winds at the desired height. For all of the considered sites, the MAE increases about 10-15% when the algorithm has no prior knowledge of measured hub-height wind speeds. Different results can be expected when considering sites with a more complex topography, or when performing the round-robin approach 170 over different spatial separations.
The round-robin validation of the machine-learning approach can be completed by comparing the proposed approach with the predictions from conventional techniques for wind-speed vertical extrapolation. In fact, the considered traditional extrapolation laws have a "universal" nature because they can be applied at any site without requiring knowledge of the wind speed at the extrapolation height. Therefore, a fair comparison with the proposed machine-learning approach needs to include a learning 175 algorithm tested at a site where it has no previous knowledge of the wind speed at the desired height. Following the round-robin considered in the study validation described earlier in this section, we summarize the testing MAE values for all of the approaches we considered in this study, at the four sites, in Figure 3 . For the random forest, we include the MAE obtained both when training and testing sites coincide as well as the average results from the round-robin validation. We find that the random-forest approach outperforms the conventional techniques, even when the testing and training sites are different (at the distances sampled in our analysis), 180 although with a reduced decrease in MAE. The percentage reduction in MAE achieved by the random forest over conventional techniques is summarized in Table 4 . When evaluated at a single site, we find that the random-forest approach achieves a 23% reduction in MAE compared to the logarithmic law, and a 28% reduction with respect to the power law. However, when the round-robin validation is taken into account, the reduction in MAE decreases to 14% and 19%, respectively.
For the comparison with the power-law predictions, an additional caveat on the calculation of the wind shear exponent, 185 α, is needed. While we acknowledge that determining α using wind-speed data at 4 and 65 m AGL is not ideal and does not realistically reproduce the standard industry approach (where the lower height is typically around 40 m), wind-speed measurements at other heights below 65 m AGL were not available for the considered lidar data set. To assess whether this choice is responsible for the difference in performance between power law and random forest, we calculated a second set of α values by using wind-speed data at 65 m and 91 m AGL, and then extrapolated wind speed from 91 m AGL up to 143 m AGL. We then compared the power-law prediction with the results from a random forest used to predict wind speed at 143 m AGL and trained by adding wind speed at 91 m AGL to the input feature set described in Table 2 . We find that the random forest still outperforms the power law, although with a reduced difference in MAE between the two methods, even under the roundrobin approach. The need for considering the spatial variability of the machine-learning approach to avoid overestimating its performance is therefore demonstrated.
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To further validate our performance comparison, it is important to assess whether our results hold when wind speed is extrapolated to different heights. To assess this dependence, at each site we tested and trained four random forests using all the input features in Table 2 to predict the 30-minute average wind speed at each of the four heights where measurements from the lidars were available: 91, 117, 143, and 169 m AGL. We then extrapolated wind speeds at the same four levels, using both the power law and the logarithmic profile. Figure 4 shows how the testing R 2 and MAE, vary with the height of the target 200 wind speed, as across-site average, for the three considered extrapolation techniques. The predicting performance of all three methods degrades with height; however, the random forest outperforms the conventional techniques at each of the considered levels. Notably, we find that the performance of the random forest degrades more slowly with height than the conventional extrapolation methods, highlighting the limitations of these conventional methods over large vertical extrapolation ranges.
Finally, it is important to determine whether the machine-learning-based approach outperforms the conventional techniques 205 in all atmospheric stability conditions, and, if so, in which conditions the proposed approach is more beneficial. To complete this analysis, we bin the MAE for the three techniques, based on the inverse of the Obukhov length ( Figure 5 ). Data were divided into 12 equally populated groups, based on L, and the MAE was calculated for each group and each technique. The random forest shows the lowest error across all considered stability bins. Moreover, we see that the machine-learning-based approach provides the largest reduction in MAE over the conventional techniques under strongly stable conditions.
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To better understand the strong performance of the random forest in stable conditions, we examine its performance as a function of the set of input features used in the algorithm. Figure 6 shows the testing R 2 coefficient and MAE in predicting wind speed at 143 m AGL for different sets of input features at each site and averaged across the four sites. To investigate 10 https://doi.org/10.5194/wes-2020-2 Preprint. Discussion started: 14 January 2020 c Author(s) 2020. CC BY 4.0 License. the potential benefit of including the effects of atmospheric turbulence and stability, we first consider as a base case a random forest that only uses wind speed at 65 m AGL to predict wind speed at 143 m AGL. Then, we progressively add surface winds, 215 time of day (the simplest proxy to include information connected to atmospheric stability), Obukhov length, and finally, TKE.
When the random forest is trained using only wind speed at 65 m and 4 m, AGL provides a mean absolute error of 0.88 m s −1 . Critically, this value is approximately the same magnitude of the power law and logarithmic profile performance. When the time of day, Obukhov length, and TKE are added as input features to the random forest, we find a 20% improvement in the predictive performance, with a further reduction in MAE of 20% (0.70 m s −1 on average). Therefore, the machine-learning-220 based approach shows improved predictive performance, thanks to its ability to account for atmospheric stability without the need of explicit physical parameterizations, as in the case of the logarithmic profile.
Additional information on the sensitivity of the extrapolated wind speed on the different input features can be provided by considering the partial dependence plots from the random forest used to predict wind speed at 143 m AGL at site C1 (Figure 7 -Extrapolated wind speed has a clear dependence on time of day, with a distinct diurnal cycle and a peak at approximately 235 10 UTC (4 a.m. local standard time), and a minimum at 23 UTC (5 p.m. local standard time).
-Surface wind speed has a moderate impact on extrapolated wind speed. A minimum in predicted wind speed at 143 m AGL is found for relatively low wind speed at 4 m AGL (∼ 4 m s −1 ), followed by a systematic increase of extrapolated winds with surface winds.
-Extrapolated winds consistently show, per time of day, a strong relationship with atmospheric stability when quantified 240 by the Obukhov length (whose inverse is shown in the plot to avoid discontinuities). Stable conditions show stronger winds compared to unstable conditions, with a sharp increase under neutral conditions.
-TKE has a smaller impact on extrapolated winds, with a peak for TKE ∼ 0.5 m 2 s −2 and a subsequent decrease in extrapolated wind speed as TKE increases, again consistent with what we found in terms of atmospheric stability.
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Overall, the results show the importance of including surface data, especially information connected to atmospheric stability, when vertically extrapolating wind speed, together with the more conventional use of wind-speed aloft.
Conclusions
Vertically extrapolating wind speeds is often required to obtain a quantitative assessment of the wind resource available at the hub height of commercial wind turbines. Conventional techniques traditionally used for this purpose, namely a power law and a logarithmic profile, suffer limitations that increase project uncertainty, ultimately leading to increased financial risks for wind 250 energy production. To overcome these drawbacks, machine-learning techniques have been proposed as a novel and alternative approach for wind-speed extrapolation. A fair and practically useful evaluation of the performance of machine-learning-based approaches needs to extrapolate wind speed at a site where the algorithm has no prior knowledge of the wind speed at the desired height (i.e., at a testing site different than the training one). However, the literature on the topic does not include such validation.
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In our analysis, we have performed the first round-robin validation of a random-forest approach to extrapolate wind speed, using 20 months of lidar and sonic anemometer observations from four locations, spanning a 100-km-wide region in the central United States. For the performance of the learning algorithm, we find that including surface atmospheric measurements, and atmospheric stability in particular, reduces the mean absolute error in extrapolated winds by over 30%, compared to including a learning algorithm that only uses wind-speed aloft as input. Moreover, using a constant set of input features, we find that the 260 accuracy of the random forest decreases as the height of the extrapolated winds increases.
Although our proposed approach achieves, on average, a 25%-accuracy improvement over the use of conventional power law and logarithmic profile for wind-speed extrapolation when the algorithm is trained and tested at the same site, this improvement is reduced to 17% when considering the round-robin validation. We therefore have confirmed that the random-forest approach outperforms conventional techniques for wind-speed vertical extrapolation; however, we recommend that a round-265 robin validation is applied to avoid overestimating the potential performance of machine-learning techniques, which could lead to underestimation of the uncertainty in wind speed estimates.
Future work can expand our round-robin approach by considering different machine-learning algorithms. In addition, the influence of different topographic conditions on the performance of machine-learning-based approaches for wind-speed vertical extrapolation can be considered. Finally, a similar analysis using offshore data could be replicated to help further foster the 270 offshore wind energy industry, specifically the extrapolation of buoy-based, near-surface measurements of wind speed.
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